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Digital Education is is not 
only online

About MilliWeb

Milliweb is a start-up specialized 

in cloud and mobile technologies for 

Education and lifelong learning. Our 

objective is to adapt technology to 

teachers’ needs and help them to 

include digital tools to their pedagogical 

practices in a smooth and effective way.

That's why, in collaboration with 

education professionals and institutions, 

we designed innovative solutions which 

tackle various issues frequently 

encountered in the field such as : 

setting up a digital classroom controlled 

by the teacher, turning a consumer 

tablet into a secured and education-

driven platform, designing open 

solutions allowing teachers to use their 

own resources and methods, solving 

connectivity issues both in class and at 

home, or providing easily deployable 

BYOD-compliant environments which 

simplify the implementation of innovative 

teaching practices such as flipped-

classroom and differentiated pedagogy.
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Our products

THEY TRUST MILLIWEB

NumériTab MilliBox

Contents and Apps Server  :  Thanks to its 
500GB HDD (SSD in option) and its integrated 
software suite, teachers can easily create, store 
and diffuse customized course sessions just by 
connecting their device to the Millibox. Connected or not to the Internet : Mobile and 

autonomous with its compact format and its 
built-in battery, Millibox can also operate 
independently, without requiring any Internet 
access or a permanent power source.

Wi-Fi Access Point : You can connect the 
Millibox to your network through the built-in 
RJ45 port and connect up to 32 tablets to the 
Internet via Wi-Fi. If needed you also have the 
possibility to use a 3G/4G (LTE) SIM card. Fast and easy to deploy : Thanks to its  one click 

startup requiring no installation and its simplified 
administration console, the MilliBox be deployed 
in a minute, even in complex infrastructures 
requiring specific IP or Gateway address.

Easy management : In addition to offer 
a simplified management console, the MilliBox 
can synchronize itself with the Cloud to 
automatically fetch contents and sessions 
previously created by teachers out of school. Contains many modules  : Digital content 

creation, course session creation and diffusion, 
collaborative editor, tablets monitoring, One-
cl ick Android tablet conf igurat ion with 
NumériTab, our dedicated application...

IDEAL FOR BYOD PROJECTS AND LOW CONNECTIVITY ZONES

Compatible with Windows 8 and Android : 
NumériTab is  a digital environment designed for 
pedagogical uses of tablets in class. It is 
currently available for Windows 8 as well as 
Android version 4.0 and above. A secured environment : NumériTab is a 

solution which replaces the device’s native 
interface with an education-driven environment 
which displays only authorized contents, blocks 
access to settings, filters Internet browsing...

Designed for teachers : Each teacher has the 
opportunity to build his own course sessions 
containing the apps and contents of his  choice. 
Students are then able to consult it directly from 
their tablets in class. Monitoring functionalities : During a course 

session, the teacher has the possibility visualize 
his students’ tablets state and interact with it : 
screen lock, content execution, file sending, 
wireless display...

Remote configuration : Tablet management is 
made through a web interface which allows an 
administrator to easily install new contents and 
apps, but also to change various parameters 
such as access codes, Wi-Fi settings... User management : Each teacher account is 

attached to an administrator who manages 
users access rights has access  to detailed 
usage statistics such as  sessions data, disk 
space consumption...

ALSO AVAILABLE ON USB STICK FOR WINDOWS, MAC ET LINUX

NumériTab
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